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"Here's How You Can Convert More Visitors Into Customers With Very Little Effort Using This Ethical Exit

Traffic Technology!" Profit Negotiator is an incredible tool that grabs people that were leaving your site

and sucks them back in as a paying customer. No, this isn't some kind of popup or crazy sound that

scares and irritates your customer. Profit Negotiator is a software that you install on your webpage which

changes nothing on your main sales letter. However, when someone clicks away from your page, the

page automatically shows the customer a special offer "on your page" that offers them a discount to get

them to buy now, or you can also offer them something free to get them to enter their email address so

you can sell to them in the future. You now can show a full page offer, not just what you can fit on one of

those lame DHTML popups, but an actual full page. This page however does not "Pop Up" -- those can

be blocked, it is actually a hidden part of your main sales page that magically appears when someone

attempts to exit your page without ordering! This grabs a whole segment of customers that never buy at

full price and wait for a special promotion by offering them that special promotion right away! This

increases conversion like mad and pads up your customer email list as well as your bank account in the

way of increased profits! * Plug n Play Setup - Profit Negotiator is so easy to use that a grade school

student could do it. You truly can plug this system in in just a few minutes! * Auto Pilot Operation - Once

you set the software up, you don't have to do anything else, ever. It runs on complete autopilot! *

Streamlined Coding - The coding in Profit Negotiator is rock solid. You can bet that this software will take

all the traffic you can throw at it without ever fouling up once! * Time Tested - Based on proven

psychological triggers this system isn't one of those "fad" marketing gimmicks that is going to stop

working in a few months. Don't You Deserve More Profits And Higher Conversions On The Existing

Traffic To Your Website? Many Online Business Owners Are Spending All Their Time On The Latest

Conversion "Fads" Just To Keep Their Site From Going Under... There are tons of new "tricks" and "fad"

conversion tools that come out on an almost weekly basis in the Internet Marketing market. Sometimes,

it's even several times a week! Many webmasters are scrambling to grab as many of these tools as they

can at extremely high expense just to try and utilize them before they are no longer effective! This leaves
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them trying to not only keep their site conversion profitable but also to try and recoup the costs of these

tools that they are buying. It's very hard for many to pull it off. Most of these tools do "Sly" things that

visitors catch onto within weeks and that don't work more than a month or two. Some also get your site

banned with search engines which may shut your business down for good depending on where you are

getting your traffic from. So what is a person like you or I to do to combat this? Convert More Visitors Via

Time Tested "Negotiation" Tactics That Suck In More Customers With No Additional Traffic! You Can

Increase Your Conversion Overnight & Keep It That Way!
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